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INTRODUCTION
The common exPerience of everyday life at any given
moment is both unified and diverse. To the extent that
music expresses this Paradox, it becomes an attractive
rnedium for analysis. Analysis which considers music as
evidence for what is ordinarily inexpressible by words is
anal.ysis with the power to teach about life. The very fact
of being an individual, a whole being separate from and yet
related to a diverse environment, creates the universal
tendency to seek out identifiable relationships--
relationships that abound in music-
Today the availability of music is virtually unlimited,
and music's Potential as a message mediun has never been
more exploited. But nusic is a science as lrell as a medium
of enjol.ment and communication. It is a science of
perception. Even the ancient Greeks recognized the
relationship between musical sound and the function of mind
and body.
This thesis is written with the understanding that the
most precise understanding of a given musical experience is
based not only on what one is avrare of, but also on
ayrareness itself, awareness being the ground for coherent
musical comPosition as well aS coherent musical PereePtion.
Coherence, then, forms the basis of communication between
comPoser, P€Eformer and listener.
1
2The matter of how to incorporate a truly conscious
perception into musical analysis is vital to all music
theoryr so just what is awareness? Is it something
nysterious and inaccessible, something requiring years of
mental discipline? Certainly not. Awareness is the simple
fact of being awake--an imnediate Presence in which one can
distinguish between rthis' and rthat.r To make that
distinction in a very careful way is called g!g.
Every music theorist should be able to recognize the
difference between true science and something that
masquerades as science which Huston Smith has called
"scientiS6.n In his book, Forgotten Truth, Smith describes
the erosion of the first principles of science into a
tattered belief system:
Whereas science is positive, concerning itselfr
with reporting what it discovers, scientism is
negative. It goes beyond the actual findings of
science to deny that other aPProaches to knowledge
are valid and other truths are true. In doing soit deserts science in favor of netaphysics--bad
metaphysics, as it haPPens, for as the contentionthat there are no truths save those of science is
not itself a scientific truth, in affirming it
scientism contradicts itself. It also carries
marks of a religion--a secular re1igion, resulting
from overextrapolation from science, that has
seldom nugrbered great scientists among its
votar ies .1
lHuston Srnith, Forgotten Truth (New York: Harper & Rovr,
L976), P. 14.
3Volumes and reams of musical analysis have been, and
are being, produced on the basis of faulty notions about the
scientific basis of musical analysis, and even though
enormous efforts are put forward to illuminate the
composer's ar.t, the f inal results usually beg the admission
that 'science is science and art is art. ." The
inadequacy of language, logic or science in the presence of
art, then, becomes an issue, and subsequent analyses are
even nore dualistic (less holistic). On the one hand, music
must be taken apart, but at the same tine, terms
(npatternsr' 'process€sr" and "relationships") tuust be so
carefully selected and documented that there can be no doubt
about their meaning. This kind of approach may then be sold
at high prices to tens of thousands as an ranalytical
systemt (Schenker, Eindemith, Forte, Cooper & E'leyer, LaRue,
etc.). Unfortunately the Possibility of discovering anew
the quality of unigueness, the foundation of every musical
event, is at best hidden rbetween the linest of system-based
analysis instead of occupying its rightful place as the
obiect of analysis.
Recognizing the unique in anything has always been a
challenge to the western mind. To break through the
condition of ignorance in which the object becomes an
obsession was regarded by the Greeks as analyein (from
which"analyze' is derived). The prefix ana means 'upr'
'backr, or 'again.' Lvein (from which 'lose' is derived)
4means 'loosenr' "dissolvern or "destroy."I So analysis is a
'loosening uP' in the sense that Socrates loosened uP the
knotty problems of The Republic by diligently rooting out
their origins.
Analysis may indeed involve the actual dissection of an
object, and for such dissection, instruments are necessary.
But breaking up an object can advance the cause of knowledge
onlv to the extent that it offers a fresh point of view--a
reduction or 'leading back" to a more equitable
confrontation with the object as a whole. Analysis, then,
is not so much a matter of taking things apart as it is a
forrnalized way of putting oners point of view together.
When it is inpossible to arrive at a satisfying insight,
what is needed is a change in perspective--a change that
affords a "better }ook" at the object. But without a very
intelligent kind of change, the object will always remain
foreign in some way.
For example, early exPlorers inquiring into the nature
of earth, air, fire and water, took bits of matter and broke
them into small pieces in hopes of discovering a fundamental
tsubstancer or tforcer thought to be common to all four.
This tunknownt was given thq name oether.' Today it is the
,vacuum state of the quantum fie}d." Yet no matter how
subtle this unknown quantity may become, it remains
slrmPtomatic of a questioning view-
lwebster,sleV , (1953), s.v.
t
5An alternative to this kind of tail-chasing would be
the recognition that I fundamental substance' is a completely
arbitrary designation, and that in nature rthere are no
generalities, only specifics.'I In music analysis the
problem caused by logically isolated components dangling
into obscurity is easily solved by adhering closely to the
process that makes such components worthy of logical
isolation. More than simply taking music apart, this
process involves a comparison of "the expected" with "the
actual." Fortunately, this kind of comparison is the basis
of genuine scientific analysis. Were it not sor the
analytical approach described in this thesis could never be
considered scientifically precise. Webster defines
scientific methed as ithe systematic pursuit [activity based
on memory or the expectedl of knowledge involving the
recognition and formulation of a problem [discrePancy
between expected and actual] through observation and
experiment, and the formulation and testing of a hypothesis
Iadjustrnent of existing knowledge--i.e. , thought 7 .'2
This natural mechanism of perception, when allowed to
operate freely at each stage of musical unfolding, instead
of compounding cornplexity, actually contributes to a
relatively simplified and comprehensive understanding.
lrritjof Capra, The Tao of Phvsics (Boulder, Colorado:
Shambala Press, L975) , p. 121.
2webster, s.v. "scientific method."
5Coherent alrareness, after all, is not a forced concentration
or second-hand scrutiny of thought, but as Nobel laureate
Eugene Wigner has pointed out, it is inherent in every
observation.
Consciousness is the primary reality. Quantum
theory did miracles explaining the properties of
microscopic phenomena, but it is incompatible with
relativity theory. In the future, PhYsics will
explain not only observed phenomena but theprocess of observation as weII.r
If Wigner is right about the direction of modern Physics, it
will be interesting to observe growing scientific
sensitivity to the wav things are observed.
Meanwhile, music analysis involves a special kind of
investigation and trrcstulation--a style of organizing
knowledge in many trays more advanced than the study of
physical phenomena alone. This is because either directly
or indirectly it must admit the existence of a subiective
field from which displacement of silence derives an
intelligent or conscious value. AIso, while physics takes
time to consider new and better hypotheses, music, like life
itself, is time. When a performance is over, the listenerrs
comprehension of it has been either coherent or incoherent.
With coherent comprehension, the musical object is reducible
not only to a number of conponents, but a relationship
lEugene Wigner, "Physics and Consciousnessr" Brain,/MindBulletin, voI. 4, no.   (f Jan. 1979):3.
7between each comPonent and the coherent "background" which
is the most fundamental level of oners personal response.
Musical materials and structure may then be accounted for in
relation to a truly reliabte constant--a whole independent
of the sum of its subjective and objective "parts."
The present exploration of the lrcssibility for a
holistic analysis of music will proceed from the
understanding that apart from whatever else musical analysis
night entail, it is essentially an account of subjective
experience. Therefore, rather than attempting to avoid the
pitfalls of personal bias in the name of science, the real
challenge is to strike a workable balance between the
subjective process and the use of objective instruments for
identification and measurement. It is one thing to identify
a tool and say what it is fot, and quite another to select
the nost effective tool for a given problem and use it with
skill and finesse.
CHAPTER I
DEFINITION AND SCOPE OT'HOLISTTC ANALYSIS
The central question in formulating any musical
analysis is, what can it offer t,he listener that the nusic
itself cannot? Why is it necessary or desirable to
verbalize about an art form which, by its very nature,
communicates directlv without the intervention of concepts?
If analysis is to be more than a collection of data, if it
is ever to address itself to the nhow' as well as the
'whatr" then in addition to recounting aspects of rhythm,
harmonyr nelody, and form, it must show how the total
interrelation of these elements invites a coherent resPonse
from the listener. In a recent talk by philosopher Dr. R.P.
Kaushik at Cornell University, the problem of musical
analysis was stated in the following rray:
The highest energy, the basic energy of life is
a unitary energy. It is one energy, which is
'absolute realityr' or nbeautyr" or'truthr' or
whatever you would like to call it, in which nodivision -exists. But as you listen to beautiful
music, sonewhere thought arises and wants to
evaluate it, wants to interpret it, wants to
understand this music, wants to understand this
energy. Then the liStener seParates himself from
the fr-usic, the observer separates himself from the
energyr olrd the energy is fragmented. It isdividial, broken. For certain functional turPosesthis division of energy may be necessary'-
lLecture by R.P. Kaushik, iEnergy and Its Limitsr" Cornell
UniversitY, 8 Aug. 1978-
9If the reader will allow that analysis and synthesis,
the two identifiably distinct functions of thought, are
joined in a unif ied continuum called conscious Pgg!!g.,
then he or she nay at least take encouragement from the fact
that music is a direct expression of that continuum. In
other words, the most useful reference' in recovering
coherent values of nusic just heard is the coherence
inherent in present experience. This is different from the
ncoherencen of rational argument. Beeause it balanceS
logical and intuitive functions of the brain, it could be
called bilateral coherence. In traditional musical
analysis, asPects of compositions selected to identify
"style" or 'aesthetic value" usually reflect the holistic
(a]I-inclusive) nature of this bilateral cohere1C€. But
while some analysis tries to draw as much data as Possible
from a single rationale, the direct apPlication of bilateral
coherence would isolate one or two bits of data that would
suggest a number of possible rationales'
Despite its noble intentions to avoid sacrificing
precision, a pre-established analytical rationale must
always assume that the nature of musical experience is
dualistic, that is, that whatever can be analyzed must be
subject to the absolute seParateness of sound and ear.
Holistic analysis would not dispute this seParateness, but
it would look beyond the identifiable nparts' of a
composition to the selective intelliqence being displayed in
10
their relationships, and relate that selective intelligence
to the listener ! s experience.
An examPle of selective intelligence at work in the
compoEitional process nay be seen in the niddle voice of the
excerpt in Example 1. What makes [lozartrs 'economy of
neansi so effective in this case is that it helPs exPress
the
valgeE of awareness. The tistener's asareness is kept
moving (outer voices) and made to renain stable (inner
voice) at the sane tirne. fhe variations that follon this
opening theme may then be understood as variations on the
alreadly familiar Polarity of changing andl unchanging values
of awarenes8, and not nerely a set of dlfferent melodic
Iines over a cotmon harmonic bed.
Ex. I. W.A. uozart. Piano Sonata K. 331, II, tml. l-8.
C-r-.t 
'rr.rb li. t-.,
II
It is obvious from this example that holistic analysis
could never be reduced to a kind of computer program through
which any number of musical examples could be processed.
The history of music theory is replete with narrowly based
analytical trsystems" that fail the test of both common sense
and scientific rigor. Yet today more than ever, nbias
proof" systems are what publishers of theory texts and
journals are looking for. It is understood that a printed
analysis can never fully anticipate a readerrs response to a
nusical workr so pure logic (whatever the authorrs or
editorts version of that may be) is presuned the best stand-
in for a real live response. This is how the practical
value of analysis gets abandoned in the name of nscientific"
precision, and students become more and more entrenched in
the notion that "sciencen means gathering more and more data
until eventually one could answer any question about any
subject.
Oualitv data, not the ever new and increasing
quantities that keep appearing in theoretical journals, is
what is needed. guality data means selection and
integration as well as identification. Identification is an
expression of logical brain function. The conbination of
identification, selection and integration is a function of
bilateral coherence.
A good example of the apPlication of bilateral
coherence in an analytical setting is philosophy. If a
L2
philosopher cannot obtain a complete answer from science,
his resourcefulness leads him back to the workings of his
own mind to see if he is asking an apPropriate question.
Once the philosopher discovers that the nature of the so-
called robjective world' is determined entirely by his own
point of view, then what had been the dualistic inquiry of
scientism, in which observer and object are artificially
separated, becomes the holistic inquiry of philosophy, in
which object and observer are aspects of a coherent whole.
For purposes of the present study, the word holistic
may be taken to mean "a11 inclusive.n Holistic analysis of
music includes not only the traditional theory of musical
materials and structure, but also the theory of how music is
perceived, the scientific validity of which is based on the
use of specific musical relationships to validate coherent
perceptual phenomena. This is the "scopen of holistic
analysis. As for a definition, it may be said that holistic
obiect into its various conponents reveals the identitv of
the obiect beinq derived not from the sum of these
components, but from the relationship in which thev express
the coherent, inteqrative nature of the observational
process. Even though aII analysis is holistic to some
degree, the onset of electronic sound reproduction justifies
an attempt to isolate those elements of musical
understanding which enable the Iistener to make meaningful
is in which the reduction of a musicanalysis is
13
observations without having to engage in extensive
preliminaries, thought to be scientific and necessary, but
which in fact are extramusical and often misleading.
CHAPTER TI
COTIERENT PERCEPTION AND CONDITIONED OBSERVATION
The degree of perceptual clarity one brings to a
musical perforrnance may riary. At times, onets appreciation
and understanding may be coherent, dt other times not so
coherent. But the analyst, like the critic, has a special
interest in making his perception as coherent as possible--
an ability based on familiarity with the special attributes
of coherent PercePtion.
Observation is an activity; hence, to observe is not to
become Passive even though it is often thought necessary to
reduce activity (distractions, wandering mind, etc.) in
order for observation to reach beyond the superficial.
Actua}ty, in the keenest sort of observation there are no
distinctions such as tsuperficial' or tprofound. I There are
only different approaches to the object, aII of which are
active and therefore conditioned. When the observer is
aware of this fact, then his observations may become
extensions of the creative Process that first gave the
object a recognizable form.
If observation is an activity, and like any other
activity inseparable from the factors that deternine its
movement, how does observation come to be associated with
the idea of reduced random distractions, reduced biasi or
even with total passivity? Close examination of the
14
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activity of perception reveals that it expressres the need of
an individual constantly to reappraise his status in the
midst of a changing environnent. It is the consistency of
this function that gives rise to the image of a separate
observer--separate frorn both the object and the process of
observation. Ilolrever, when the activity of observation or
percePtion is rnade to "hover" around a single object in
Particular, as lrhen attention is called to the object again
and again (e.9., the coherent structure of a musical
composition), a constantly changing view of the object--
attending first to its physical qualities, then to its
function, then to its structural relationships, and so on--
leads to a recognition that the most consistent aspect of
the encounter is not an arbitrary sum of objective
attributes, but the s irnple process of awareness, which is
neither active nor passive, but is inteqrative in nature.
The most fundamental truth about any observable
phenomenon, then, is that there is awareness of it. This
fact seems obvious, but to overlook it would be fatal for
analysis. Recognition of it places all data about the
object, including the observer's response, within a coherent
sphere. In other words, regardless of the condition in
which awareness finds itself, its 'influencer on the
activity of perception will alrrays make the process of
observation coherent. when this 'influence' is increased,
the need of the observer to adopt any particular posture
16
lrith regard to the object in order to maintain maximurn
comprehension is decreased. One can then choose an approach
to the object that best cmmunicates oners insight. The
diagrans in Figure I illustrate the difference between
observer-centered analysis and awareness-centered (holistic)
analys i s .
Figure t. Awareness versus observerrs conditloned response
as the focal Point for analYsis.
Obserrer-cen{tered Itnrlysls Ararcncss-ccntered AnalYsis
Obsenrer t s
Response
Coheront
ttSphcrerr
Observer I s
Besponse
0bject Attributes of the 0bject
with analysis centered on asareness, the aesthetic object
may becone a Point of cleParture for either a new artistic
gesture or a holistic analytical hyPothesis, depending on
whether the object is conceived as a g@! or p4! of a
whole. Thus, both the inspiration of the artist and the
intuition of the scientist can be understood in terns of
I
i
L7
increased perceptual efficiency, in which the observer finds
recourse to a state of relatively decreased interference.
Through its artistic creations and analytical
hypothesis, the human mind engages in a reduction process
that leads ultimately to a realization of its own essential
nature. Neurophysiological research has shown that the
consciousness of the waking state is characterized by two
distinct styles of functioning corresponding to the two
large henispheres. of the cerebral cortex. Those findings
have been summarized as follows:
Anecdotal neurological observations point to the
significance of the right hemisphere in a variety of
artistic endeavors such as painting and music.Milner's (1962) systematic research indicates thatdiscrimination of tonal patterns, appreciation of
melody, and perception of rhythm are under the aegis of
the right cerebrum in man.... Seumes (1958) suggests
that left hernisphere specialization involves the moreprecise and analytical coding provided by focal
representation and convergence of similar functional
units, and that in the nore diffusdli organized right
hemispherer the proxinity and convergence of dissimilar
functional elenents better serve behaviorg involving
multi-moda1 integration and coordination.l
In light of these observations, it would seem that when the
separate functions of the right and left hemispheres of the
brain are well-coordinated, the flexibility to shift from
synthesis-dominated to analysis-doninated activity and vice
lAlfred !,1. E'reedman, Harold I. Kaplan, and Benjamin J-
Sadoc, eds., Comprehensive Fgxtbook of=EEychiat[Y, vol- 1,(Baltimore: ffins Co., 1975) , P. 451.
18
versa would be enhanced, and analytical rsensitivityr would
increase.
Delicate measurements of the electrical activity of the
brain during the Practice of the Transcendental Itteditation
techni.que have shown that coordinatlon between the trro
henispheres is increased as randm thought activity (beta
vrave interference) sPontaneously gives way to a more
sinplified and efficient form of waking conEciousness, such
as that occurring in holistic analysis rhen the conditioned
nature of observation is recognized. The chart on the right
in Figure 2 illustrates a phenomenon know as EEG
svnchronv . I
Figure 2. EEG SYnchronY.2
ttictaaart a, Eacita Li ,a,ta
aarh llaal.ILna.-ttaa. Gaaaaai:a
lsanatlhi is a sanscrit term neaning "balanced (sana)iffit-iatif .; sanadlhi is dtesciibed in both vedic.andiiiiaf,i"i-t,ixrs' as t6ffiinarion of meditation Practice.
2Jean-paul Banquet, 'EEG and ueditation,i-E19glEgFnceehglg-
xoilrEqr ron ouaxc acsr
;;; aii;i;;i Neoioptrvsioloqv, no. 33--11372), P' 4s4'
ra€orraron
SETA SFt]{OtE
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Such synchrony aPParently does create the conditions for
increased acuity imrediately following the meditation
perlod. Results of tests on auditory discrimination, for
exanple, demonstrate increased ability to detect subtle
changes in Pitch and loudness follo$ing a tuenty-tninute
period of rranscendental Meditation (Figure 3). other more
comPlex tyPeE of nusical discrimination are alnost certain
to follow frorn this increased Perceptual acuity.
Figure 3. Auditory Discrimination After Iranscendental
uetlitation.l
lfi;iin". B$iit:i;.*.*.
Although nusic cannot be the cause of bilateral
coherencer it does externalize a train of thought whose
content (left henisPhere) and forn (right hemisPhere) are
cognizecl s itoultaneously. The selection ProcesB by which
this externalization is carried out (comPositional
technique) involves Fore than textbook procedures' The
selection is primarily controlletl by the continuous
lJohn crahan, "Auditory Discrimination in ueditators'"- int
hnson, Lawrence H. Domasn t
MIU Piess, L9741 , P. 516.
TBEOUlllcY
PaDers, eds., David lf. Orne-I61iilf: Farrow (Ios Angeles:
']TTT]rlIFr]
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integration of left and right hemispherical functions.
Such organic tworking out, I or improvisation, forms the
basis of the view of musical comPosition introduced by
Eeinrich Schenker (I858-1935). In this viewr the working
out of a Prolonged harmonic triad is entirely dependent on a
comlrcserts cognition of that triad at a primarv IeveI. He
says,
The capacity to have such a perception of theprimary harmony is a prerogative of genius
ierivea from nlture. Genius transforms the triadinto the melodic progression of the fundamental
line and at the same time, into a few basic chords
leinzelklanqel which are subdivided again 9nq;ga6--Perception cannot be developed in an
aitificial wai, which is to say that only what-is
composed with-the sweep of imProvisation- [au? dem
ste-qreif I guarantees unity in a composition'r
If by "perception of the primary harnony" Schenker means the
recognition that even as one chooses a creative action, that
action is already present in the mind, there is litt]e
wonder that he attributes this percePtion to genius, for
such perception has little in common with a mere arbitrary
choice of a tonal center. Thus, imProvisationr long known
to be the basis of eastern and primitive musical traditions,
as weII as jazz and rock, now, thanks to the work of
lneinrich Schenker, nOrganic Structure in Sonata Form,'
tians. Orin ciossman, ii Readings iq SchenBer--A{ralysisr
Maury Testl €d. (New Havflan! London: Yale University
Press, L9771 , P. 39.
2t
Schenker, nay be seen to Play a role in leestern art music as
lrelI. ldore importantly, however, Schenker demonstrated that
the Eelective lntelligence resPonsible for unified
(coherent) nusical contosition could be recovered in graphic
form. Ehis recovery is made possible by a spontaneous
perceptual reduction involving a withdrawal from unnecesaary
and inefficient observational activity.
In order for analysis to be this closely linked to the
compositional Process, the analyst must have access to a
state of teast excitation of consciousness. The diagram in
Figure 4 illustrateE the fundamental principles involved.
Figure 4. Diagran of the synthesis of analysis andl
compos i tion
cognitions )
,^{ 
"'*\*"itlon 
( lnprorlsation)
coherence
( synchrony)
recosnlttoir of '. .'pircePtlon of
cordltioned-obser, ratloti'... ."fu:Luuy hunorly
\ 
- 
..i,.. 
_/
( cognitions balence eo<Pressioris )i "{6xPresslons balence
Ieft heuisPtre\ 
" 
f'U'theralsPhere
\/
"tXtof
least cxcitatlon
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Starting from the bottom of the diagram, both comPosition
and analysis are depicted as activities arising from a state
of least excitation in which expressive and experiential
modes of Perception are at perfect equilibrium. At the
source of thought, the analytical and synthetic qualities of
thought are undifferentiated and unified. Like the "virtual
particlesi of physics, they reside in a field of pure
potential. The direct exPerience of this field, through
meditation, for example, is one of wakefulness in the
presence of little or no thought activity; and synchrony in
the electrical output of the left and right henisPheres (EEG
synchrony) is at maximum. But this 'orderlinessr begins to
take different forms as excitations of thought arise and are
dominated by either left or right henispherical functions'
whatever tresidual, synchrony stiu exists in the presence
of right hemisphere dominance tends to be balanced by
certain cognitive structures, such as, in the case of
nusical comPosition, the percePtion of Prinary harmony or
tklang.r With left hernisPhere dominance, the expressions of
analysis emerge as extensions of whatever is being analyzed'
Thus, composition and analysis have a common origin in
a region of maxinum coherence. The Portion of the
compositionaf iceberg' that remains unmanifest is its
coqnitive portion. sound is structured by the comPoser to
substantiate a cognitive experience. But the analyst cannot
23
recognize this unless his own cognition reaches into the
rileep structurer (Iower Portion of the diagram) of the
music. without direct access to the nore efficient Ievels
of brain functioning, it is easy.to assutne that oners
approach to the nusic is opposite to that of the comPoser
(Figure 5). Left hemisPhere "objectivity" is thus aligned
with an arsenal of theoretical concepts, and analysis ends
up as nere description. rn this situation, the cognitive
or igin of cornposition is held to be an irrational
n inspiration. "
Figure 5. Diagratn illustrating how analysis lacking rdeep 
-stiucture' support results in the polarization of analytical
and conpositional Processes.
It is unfortunate that even Schenker, who recognized
that the background of the compositional process can be
extrapolated from its inherent unity, could not account for
the glgg of that unity (coherence). PerhaPs Schenker'3
strong opinions about art prevented hin from fornulating the
perceptual basis of his theories in a more universally
applicable waY.
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In lieu of such explanation it may be said that just as
music traces a composer's departure from the cognition that
is the real background of comPosition, holistic analysis
would trace the listenerrs return to it. Just as cognition
resolves into sound, sound into motive, motive into setting,
and setting into silence, recognition of what, ultimately,
is being resolved in music leads to the formulation of a
hypothetical principle, and subsequently to the aPPlication
of that principle to the music at hand. This is not a
process of disposing of the music once and for all, but it
is an awareness in which the potential for further discovery
is carefully unfolded.
It is the nature of comPositional technique never to
renain historically fixed (which is why enlightened music
educators rely nore on musical examples than on textbooks),
and it is the nature of an analytical hypothesis to open
rather than to close the doors of investigation. The
diagram below (E'igure 6) shows how the nanifest aspects of
composition and analysis subsequent to Performance (outer
arcs) relate to their unmanifest configuration prior to
performance (inner portion already shown in Figure 4).
Figure 6.
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Diagran conparing the complimentary processes
cornpos i t ion and analysis.
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lftrus far, the rna in points of this chapter may be
sununarized as follows: observation is an activity and
holistic analysis would recognize the distinction between
this activity and re.. Alrareness is not an absence of
activity, but an absence of disorderly styles of nervous
functioning. The nervous system, when left to function in
its own spontaneous vray, apart from sleep (as in meditation'
for example) exhibits a relatively high level of coherence
(EEG synchrony). This is the runiversal I experience which
rccognitlon o
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the composer tries to stabilize through the organization of
sound impulses. To find out how he does this is the Purpose
of holistic analysis. The success of such analysis depends
upon the extent to which the movement of attention and all
of the associations made with resPect to a musical event are
subject to the same coherence as the structure of the event
itself.
In holistic analysis, one must be able to extract the
one or two most relevant bits of data frorn the mass of
information available in even a few seconds of nusic, and
expand upon them to illuminate the coherent relationship
anong all facets of the nusical structure. It is only at
this point that the symbology of music theory, both aural
and written, becones useful.
For the present it should be noted that holistic
analysis is something anyone can do (in one form or
another). No formal training, skills, or techniques are
prerequisite to it. Since holistic analysis has been
defined as any analysis which formally recognizes the
indispensable role of the listener in making a musical
object complete, the ability to trdo' holistic analysis
depends more on oners ability to listen than on what one has
been accustomed to hearing. Real listening involves the
ability to perceive or recognize the quality of oners
thinking (i.e.r the conditioned nature of observation) as
well as external sounds. This is why a careful listener can
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alyrays f ind a correstrrcndence between his own impressions and
the logically explainable techniques of 
.the comPoser if onlv
he will allow that such impressions are an indispensable
part of what music is, and that such techniques have no
necessarv validitv bevond the context in which thev are
@.
An example of how a composer sets uP the conditions
the kind of listening just described is the Piano Sonata
for
No.
32, Opus 111 of Beethoven. This is a two-novement work.
After eighteen bars of Preparation, a single note is struck.
There is a pause and the Pitch is repeated in a flourish of
grace notes, this tine in the company of two other pitches.
From a dualistic standPoint, in which the subject-object
relationshiP is fixed, this figure is nothing more than a
nnotive, n but in holistic terns it is a P@--an
additive t ot rfilling int Process. To trace this Process in
detail would not be apProPriate here, but it ranges from the
choice of ninor modality, t{ith its characteristic upper
partial interference, to the disjunct intervals of the
'motive' itself and the use of constant sixteen-note
figuration. There are brief Pauses, but for the nost part
the rnusic Plunges ahead, taking the forms of quasi fugues,
marches, and cadenza-like slreeps. Then suddenly all this
energy dies away. Example 2 shows how a long nissing repose
finally arrives. This mood of repose is continued for the
remainder of the sonata.
2A
Example 2. Ludwig van Beethoven, B@ Sonata No. 32, OP.I11, nm. 143-58.
The key Polnt here is that the decrease in sheer noise
occura not in the silence between movements, where a lesser
conposer night have Put it, but just before the end of the
first novement. The turnoit is removed in such a calculated
manner that the listener is perhaps caught with his own
inner turnoil stiU going on. Because of this device, the
Iistener is perhaps inclined to reflect on how the movement
of his perception is, by its very nature, conditional' Be
nay even realize that beyond the conditioning of awareness,
there is nothing left to conPrehend.
CHAPTER III
SCIENTIFIC REDUCTION AND SELF-IDENTIFICATION
If holistic analysis is to be based on the mechanics of
observation rather than a procedural formula, the question
arises whether or not its findings could ever be considered
as scientifically vatid as the quantitative approach of
traditional western science.
Whatever holistic analysis and traditional scientific
analysis may have in common can be summarized in a single
word: reduction. Reduction is a term familiar to students
of Schenkerian analysis. It refers to the stripPing away of
the relatively 'unirnlrcrtant, t in order to arrive at
rfundamentals. I By means of reduction, both science and
holistic analysis aspire to penetrate beyond everyday casual
observation to a clearer awareness of what is.
The record of scientific achievement in the west
throughout its history reveals that the nost significant
findings (those of Archimedes, GaIileo, Newton, Einstein,
etc) have arisen when the quality of inquiry itself
determined the quantities ultimately arrived at, i.e-, when
reduction rras least encumbered by previous knowledge.
Therefore, the question of whether an analysis based on Pure
inquiry can be considered scientific would seem to ansvrer
itself. The very essence of science is coherent inquiry.
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AtI its conclusions are of secondary value since they are
constantly being modified.
when analysis is not founded on coherent inquiry, the
unsatisfactory result is more striking in the field of music
than in the physical sciences. The whole idea of musical
composition is to facilitate integrated exPerience--
experience based on the natural tendency of the mind to
reduce phenomena to the point at which cognition is
maximally coherent. Yet, as A. Culter Silliman has pointed
out r
Most studies of music--historical, theoretical'pii.ti""f, ana-aesthetic--have been concerned with the
;;;ih;ai-'object itself. Scholars have searched for
evidence of ictuaf performance styles of the composerrs
.iii"o and any-itioir"tion surrounding and contributingto the conpos-ition of the work. Theorists have
"uu:ected 
-the work to intensive analysis of harmony,
E""ilt"ipoint, rhythro, scoring, alg style' Performers
have addressed tfrenselves to-problems of authenticity
and interpretation. AesthetiLians have been concerned
*itn-If,"-bU:""i-"" perceived. Ir{ost of these approaches
stop short of the true phenomenological ' ' '
ii"ho"tion whichl . . . uncovers the ego for which;;;;yihing h"l-neaning and existence ' rt is cal1ed;pt-i"meni1, because it leads us back (tat. reducer) to
tire source of meaning and existence of the experienced
worfa, in so fir as it is experienced, Py uncoveringint"n[ionality. This reduction marks the transition bylne 
"U""rver irom a casual or 
prgctical interest in the
object to a reflective interest'
Analytical hylrctheses have integrity in
gain fullest corresPondence with their
their own right, and
objects bv virtue of
11. Cutler Silliman, oFamiliar [rlusic and
Journal of lrlusic Theorv 20 (FaII 1975) :
the A Priorirn
PP. 2L7-L8.
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that inteqritv. In holistic analysis, as in phenomenology,
the term 'reductionr would be applied to subiective
processes, not to the object; and would refer not to the
elimination of bias, but to the PercePtion of bias as bias.
Conventional analysis involving classification of musical
stimuli according to pre-deternined criteria would thus be
reduced to a mundane stimulus-resPonse comPlex. As
coherence of function is restored to the faculties of
observation, the intentionality of analysis ceases to be
causal and instead becomes phenomenal.
The following overview of recent scientific thought in
its nost representative field, Physics, reveals a trend
toward phenonenological inquiry even though physics has not
formally recognized pure awareness to be its most reliable
'measuring stick. t l.tany Physicists today believe they are
close to discovering the long-sought ultinate field from
which the entire universe is born but they are also becoming
increasingly ayrare that any such 'fieldr would be just
another in an unending series of educated guesses, and that
it is the increased elegance of these guesses that is the
real goal of scientific inquiry. The elegance of science is
that when the observing mind becones coherent, phenomena
once observed as separate are reduced to a coherent whole'
For example, dt the end of the nineteenth century,
James Clark MaxweII demonstrated the three independent
realities of classical physics (electricity, magnetism, and
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light) to be aspects of a single reality which he called the
"electromagnetic field." This unification resulted from
insight into the relationship between the laws (i.e.,
coherent properties) governing electricity, magnetism, and
1ight.
In the 1920s and 30s, exPeriments on the nature of
light revealed that the old concePts of matter as
particulate and light as wave-like were inaccurate. This
marked the end of nclassical physics" and a new, more
unified view of the physical universe rushed to fill the
tknowledge gaP.r In this view, the separate notions of
twave, and tparticlet were united by the more far-reaching
concept of wave function. Dr. Lawrence Domash describes how
this new concept brought physics one steP closer to being a
truly holistic discipline in which the coherence of an
object is understood to have its origin in awareness or
consciousness.
tThel wave function introduced a new and deeper leve}6f riality into physics, a level of reality that was in
many ways diametrically opposed to the ordinary sensorylevels of everyday experience. Whereas ordinary
experience and-the classical physics_of the previous
century were concerned with localized values, the wavefunction is essentially nonlocal in its nature.
Whereas sensory measurable reality is fixed andintractable, the level of the wave function in quantumptrysics admits a great variety of transfornations, it
is-a field of knowledge wherein the picture of the
world shifts with oneis viewpoint. In this sense the
wave function is close to expressing the intelligencq
aspect of natter, rather than matter as such. Thus in
ti-naing unity, physics found at the same time a more
abstralt fiefd of- intelligence coming to the fore.
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Perhaps most importantrthe wave function leve1 of
reality was one in which coherence--the maintenance of
connection between things--was primary and the c?ncept
of space and time had become somewhat secondary.
Einsteinrs theories of relativity, in which time and
space vrere shown to be a unified continuum, and his famous
equation E=mc2 in which matter and energy were shown to be
undifferentiated, were perhaps the most dramatic examples of
unification as the principal product of analysis. But in
todayrs physics, such unification is being anticipated even
before evidence of it is unearthed; and this trend in
scientific procedure suggests a way music theory and
analysis can meet the challenges posed by an information-
oriented culture. Already these challenges have extended
beyond the problem of fitting tonality and atonality into a
single harmonic theory. There is also the problem of
evaluating the difference between live and recorded
performances, the question of intercultural influences, the
matter of establishing a theoreticat basis for nusic
therapyr and the role of iazz and rock
Holistic analysis would restore the true spirit of
scientific inquiry to nusical experience so that knowledge
about music could contribute more effectivety to the
evolution of individual and social consciousness. True
science, according to Werner Heisenberg,
lf,awrence Domasch, nThe
News, no. 10, (October
Physics of Unityrn Wor1d Government
1978), pp. 11-12.
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'. . . does not simply describe and explain nature; itis part of the interPlay between nature and
ourselves. o . . What we observe is not nature itself,but nature exposed to our method of questioning."l
new-found rself-awarenesst which relativity theory
energy physics have forced upon the leading
of the scientific community is not really new at
has always been the prime force of scientific
David Bohm writes,
One is led to a new notion of unbroken wholeness
which denies the classical idea of analyzability of the
world into separately and independently existingparts. . . .W€ have reversed the usual notion that the
independent elementary Parts of the world are the
fundamental reality, and that the various systems are
merely particular contingent forms and arrangements of
these parts. Rather, we say that inseparable quantum
interconnectedness of the whole universe is the
fundamental reality, and that relatively independently
behaving parts are merely particular and contingent
forms within this whole.z
and Niels Bohr makes a similar observation:
. o . [The] history of science teaches us again and
again how the extension of our knowledge may lead to
the recognition of relations between formerly
unconnecLed groups of phenomena, the harmonious
synthesis of which demands a renewed revision of thepiesuppositions for the unambiguous aPPlication of even
our most elementary concepts. This circumstance
reminds us not only of the unity of all sciences aiming
at a description oi the external world but, above all,
Iwerner Heisenberg, Phvsics and Philosophv (New York:
Harper Torchbooks, 1958), P. 107.
29. Bohrn and B. Eiley, "On the Intuitive Understanding of
Nonlocality as fmplied by Quantum Theoryrn Eoundations of
Phvsics, vol. 5 (1975), P. 95.
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of the inseparability of epistemological andpsychological analysis.r
Epistemology is the study of how a thing is known. It
deals with the limits and validity of knowledge. In
referring to nthe inseparability of epistenological and
psychological analysis, " Bohr implies a shtft of emphasis in
science ayray from the use of knowledge to master nature and
toward the use of nature--especially our own Psychological
nature, rooted in the phenomenal world through. perception--
to master and perfect knowledqe. This nessage fron one of
the founding fathers of modern physics is of vital import to
those who believe that the validity of musical analysis
depends on how 'scientific' it is. What Bohr, Eeisenberg,
and others are saying is that true science is the
achievement of a holistic perspective--a view of the world
in which the observer necessarilv Participates.
Another important scientific priority which has risen
to prominence in recent years is what Bohr refers to as "the
unambiguous aPPlication of even our most elementary
concepts"--in other words, the reduction of everyday
assumptions to a level of maximum precision. This is the
style of reduction for which Buckminster Fuller has become
famous. In his book Svnersv he writes,
lniels Bohr, "Analysis and Synthesis in Scienc€r'
Fou4dations of the Unitv of Sqience, els. Neurath,go: UniversitY of
Press, 1938), P. 28.
1n
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We find experimentaUy that two lines cannot go throughthe sane point at the same time. One can cross overthe other or be super inposed upon another. BothEuclidean and non-Euclidean geometries misassune that aplurality of lines can go through the same point at the
sane tine. But ee find experinentally that two or morelines cannot physically go through the sane point atthe sane tine. r
Certainly it is possible to conceptualize tno or more lines
passing through a single point, but in nature the actual
crossing of trro vapor trails, or chalk narks, or chiseled
groovea, or scratches, or corings, is not a point, but a
forn of interference. Haking an issue of this fact
engenders the realization that concepts are separate from
the reality they represent. Thus, when even the nost
famlliar theoretical concepta can have the Eane phenonenal
integrity as the objects or events they describe, a certain
naneuverability is achieved which is essential for holistic
analysis.
An exanple fron music theory illustrating the
difference between conceptual reality and holistic reality
is the following:
Example 3. Earnonic progression
IBuckminster Ful1er, gIggIggEIE (New York: Uacmillan,
1975) , p. L47.
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As it is written, this sequence of harmonic functions is too
pure to be played by any instrument or combination of
instruments. It simP1y cannot exist in nature. What the
symbols really exPress is a relationship too complex to be
written down, a relationship in which the listener plays an
indispensable role. He1mholtz tried to express this
relationship in terms of the mechanical properties of sound
and the ear but he overlooked the Possibility that
perceptual coherencer dS much as the behavior of sound
yraves, determines the identity of musical relationships.
What role, then, does Perceptual reduction play in the
relationship of musical elements one to another, or to ask
the question another woY, what is the special ingredient of
a nusical performance that onlv the listener can supplv?
The ansyrer is identification--not a discursive
identification such as "stravinskyts Petrushkan or "I, IV,
V, I" or'O, R, I, RIr'but the Process in which the
listener actually identifies himself with the coherence of a
musical expression. It is often said that the reason a good
play or movie is of value is that one can identify with its
characters. In an even more direct wdY, a listener uses the
coherence of a musical gesture as a medium of self-
identification. Just as in the physical sciences there is a
growing recognition that ultimately the observer himself
determines what the universe is made of and how it works,
and just as the findings of scientific investigation point
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to the observerts own consciousness as the ultirnate unifying
fieldl of nature, so too the findings of musical
investigation tnust ultinately Point to rhythnic, fornal,
nelodlc, and harmonic elements of g!.,1!a!!g!!!!g!!g.
Ehe acknowledged nasters of the rnualcal medium have
used its sel f-ident i f icat ion Potential in nany different
ways. The usual assumption is that when analyzing tonal
music, the location of the tonal center provides the key to
harrnonic analysis. It nay even be argued that for whatever
acoustical reasons, the tonal center provides a maximum
opportunity for the listener to experience self-
identlfication (e.9. the As in ExamPIe 4).
Exatnple 4. Frederick choPin. waltz in A Minor, @. 34,
No. 2, mn. L97.-2O,,
But self-idtentif icat ion does not always work this way
even in tonal nusic. Consider, for examPle, the 133
neasures of unbroken sixteenth notes in the opening melodic
line of Bach's Cantata No. 29
danken dir). One can say that
centered on the Pitch E. Yet
(wir danken dir, Gott, l{ir
this novenent is harmonicallY
if one tries to locate a
structural do$nbeat (dlef inect by Cone as that point in a
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large scale structure t here the first strong statement of
the fundamental harmony occurs), sonething very interesting
happens. In Example 5, sone possible locations for a
structural do$rnbeat have been circled.
Example 5. Johann Sebastian Bach. Partita
violin, BI{V 1005, nPreludlo,'
3 for
Ehe reason why no one of these locations is an
choice is that each ls artfully undernined by
of so many other Possible choices. Suspension
obvious
the proximity
of the
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structural downbeat in this way leads to suspension of its
expected arrival. It is this rtimeless, I 'spacelessr
suspension, and not the e that is the self-identifying
factor in this prelude.
Rameau, Eelmholtz, and Hindenith could explain the
acoustical principles of tonality, but only intelligent
listening can determine the degree to which a tone serves as
an I identifier I in a given work. The closer listening cones
to pure intelligence, the more the resultant analysis will
be comprehensive. Even in the natural sciences, inquiry has
become more and more a matter of recognizLng abstract
processes. This has certainly been the case with the study
of so-called "elementary particlesr" many of which can have
no identity outside a certain refined Ievel of awareness.
But it is also true in the larger sense that disciPlines
such as psychology and sociology have only recently been
recognized as scientific.
John Dewey wrote, "The scientific attitude and method
are at bottom the method of free and effective
intelligence.'I Whatever is scientifically valid begins
with the holistic relationship between observer and object
and proceeds by way of inquiry to a reduction of that whole
into an orderly arrangement of parts. This is what happens
automatically when one listens to music. The important
lJohn Dewey, nUnity of Science as a Social Problem,"
roundaiion-s' of the- unitv of Science, p ' 38 '
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question is, will analysis recapture this Process, or will
it lapse into scientisn?
In musical analysis as in every science, the ultimate
concern is with "what is.' In reducing the object to what
is, "method" is a by-product of understanding, not an
approach to it. The path of approach is inquirv based on
the tendency of the mind toward a coherent equilibrium be-
tween individual and environment. The systenatic or method-
ical character of an analytical hypothesis traces the move-
ment of inquiry beyond thought to the coherent or holistic
intelligence that structures thought.
In science it is the orderliness (coherence) of an ob-
ject that fundamentally determines its identity, but it is
preciselv this self-identifvino propertv of coherence that
enables holistic analvsis to extend the reduction process
bevond the limits of the senses. Just as identification in
science advances technology, identification in music analy-
sis contributes to cultural growth.
Finally, it should be noted that when in the Process of
analyzing music, one is compelled by virtue of its attrac-
tion to regard even its over-all form as a fragment of ex-
perience, then any attempt to comprehend the whole to which
that fragnent belongs will involve a refinement of sensory
processes. This is the ideal of scientific analysis which
science itself is only beginning to recognize because it has
been enamored with the idea that truth is verifiable by the
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senses. In scientific analysis, the function of the senses
is inseparable from whatever truth is being sought. So ra-
ther than adopt sensation as the standard of measurement,
the analyst tries to find ways of rlisteningr to the func-
tion of the senses itself. The degree of silence needed for
such listening reduces the perceptual process to a state of
least excitation--a state of pure order fronr which the first
impulses of thought represent the rnind's maximum potential
for selective organization.
One is attracted to a musical work for a reason: music
reminds one of the essential nature of one's own exPerience,
which is at once unified and diverse. The scientific evi-
dence of this fact varies from one musical situation to the
next and can be drawn upon only when listening is reduced
subjectively to its nost basic terms. The universal symme-
try of bilateral coherence in which the unity of present
experience (right hemisPhere) is balanced by the diversity
of concePtualization (left hemisPhere) is a scientific real-
ity verified both by common exPerience and neurophysiology.
This symmetry presents the holistic framework in which every
musical phenomenon can be precisely understood. Through the
activity of perception it is automatically transformed into
a theoretical symmetry unique to each musical example'
CHAPTER IV
THE PHTLOSOPHICAL MODEL
In any kind of analysis there are two phases--a compre-
hension phase and an exPression phase. Just as the
preceding chapters have explored the comprehension phase of
holistic analysis, the present chapter and that which
follows will explore the basis of holistic analytical
expression, leading ultimately to the aPPlication of holis-
tic analytical principles in two sample analyses.
The art and science of Philosophy is the art and
science of saying a thing completelv--that is, in such a way
that those taking part in philosophical dialogu€r whether
written or spoken, will be able to maintain unified perceP-
tion in the midst of changing objects or ideas. In his book
What is Philosophv?, Elmer Sprague writes,
Let us be clear about what it is we are talking about.
When we have achieved clarity, we shall know what tests
we can nake to find out whether or not what we are
talking about exists. Agreenent about the nature andinvestigatability of any subject depends on the success
of this philosophical search for clarity. Now for any
"oU:""tr-when tirere comes 
to be agreemgnt about what it
i" [nat'is being discussed and about what methods areio be used in ai-swering questions about the subject, a
science is born.r
In other words, to understand any aspect of life neans one
must first grasp the nature of existence itself, otherwise
lElmer Sprague, Wha! ig Philgsophy? (New York: Oxford
university Fressf96IJ-, P. 3.
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what we know
uncontrolled
greatly but
wholeness of
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as science may become a dangerous and
growth. Schools of philosophy may differ
they all strive to maintain comprehension of the
truth at the same time as they delve into its
parts.
Philosophy handles concepts as though they vrere seeds,
casting aside those that are dead and carefully nurturing
those that are alive. In this way it aspires to realize
something of the nature of life in general. fn this sense,
a musical performance is like a seed with the potential to
manifest the holistic value of exPerience. To grow a seed
requires no advanced degr€€S r only fertile ground which, in
the listener, corresponds to coherent Perception. The more
coherent the percePtion, the tnore the music appears to speak
for itself. The analyst need not say very much, but what
litt1e he does say will be extraordinarily faithful to the
music. The fact that it is possible to cut away all but a
small portion of a hologram and still be able to see most of
the original image attests to the efficiency of the coherent
light used in holography. How much greater economy and
efficiency, without loss of precision, will result from
coherent analYtical thought?
Philosophy would recognize that the unity of a
tineless, SPace]ess presence amid the diversity of force and
substance is the fundamental characteristic of the universe;
and coherent percePtion offers an identity of the universe
far more consistent with the laws of relativity than the old
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notion of "universe" as "the sum total of heaven and earth
and all heavenly bodies."I lrlusic has been called the
"universal language" because it Seems to transcend the
barriers of time and space. However, in the sense that it
combines the diverse (content) and unified (structure)
aspects of thought in a coherent gesturer Illusic quite
Iiterally is the languaget ot voice, of the universe.
To discuss such coherence in a coherent manner is the
task that philosophy has set for itself. Thus, the
discipline of philosophy is a model for the expression phase
of holistic analysis. To analyze a 'whole" comPosition or a
"whole movement is not what nakes analysis holistic. What
makes analysis holistic is that it projects an arvareness of
its own time/space PreserC€7 and thus Serves as an interface
between sounds generated by the musician and the Perception
that relates thern to one another as parts of a musical
rrhole. Benjamin Boretz even goes so far as to say that
sounds . . . are not Part of music, however essential
they are to its transmission. And neither are paint,pigilent, or canvas parts of paintings, n9r-masses of
Lr5nze parts of sculPtures, nor pages and letters Parts
of poeni. Sounds, in fact4 are not even what musical
notition sPecifies . .z
Boretz goes on to say that interpretation of musical
lgenjamin Boretz, 'Ne1son Goodmants Languages ofpers6ectives on dontemporarv tttusic Theofy' ^Boretz721 , P.
Artr" in
and Cone,
34.
2rbid.
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composition or performance exPresses the relations of
structural elements delineated by the musical score. To
formalize such interpretation in "analysisr is similar to
formalizing oners interpretation of nature in a scientific
exper iment.
A tscientistr constructs an exPeriment to test 'his'
structure of the world against the measurable facts of
observation, on the scales of magnitude relevant to theproperties being tested. The exPerimental comPlex is
strategically designed to extrude optimally thoseproperties regarded as critical. The composition of
works of'art may be described as the definition and
creation of relational runiversesr of elements in whoseinterrelations are embedded hypothetical properties of
relational behavior. . . .In art, of course, all thetmeasuring instrumentsr are perceptual, not Physical;but their measurementsr oll the quantizational scales
needed to infer all the significantly embeddedproperties, are as pSecise and unambiguous as those of
Etre-scientist. . . .r
The ,precision" to which Boretz refers is the precision
of philosophy. A purely intuitive assessnent of music can
never be a comPlete analysis because it only reacts, and
says nothing about the music E it is. On the other hand, a
purely.logical evaluation can never speak to the most
obvious faCet of a musical work--its presence. Between
these two Poles of spontaneous exPerience and rational
deduction lies the domain of philosophy--the domain in which
thought performs its most practical function'
sound displaces air and the physical body of the
Iistener. ttusical analysis is not directed at this
Ilbid., p. 4L-42.
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displacement, but the displacement arising from
compositional relationships. To identify and describe these
relationships requires tinguistic discipline. Suzanne
Langer writes,
. . .language has a form which requires us to string
out our ideas even though their objects rest one inside
the other; as pieces of clothing that are actually worn
over the other have to be strung side by side on the
clothesline. This property of verbal symbolism is
known as @; by reason of it, only thoughts
which can@n this peculiar order can be
spoken at all; any idea which does not lend itself to
this 'projection' is ineffable, inconmunicable by meansof words.r
It is the purpose of philosophy to put discursive thought to
use in a way that demonstrates the wholeness or completeness
of experience. When numbers locate infinity, when words
become poetic, or when sound exPresses the "ineffablern it
is because each in its own way draws attention to the
inherent consistencv of discursive thought.
The ancient Greeks used the exPression panta rei
("everything flowsn) to suggest a movement in which
displacement and resolution are continually 'rebalancedn by
the relativity of Present time and space. Today, relativity
theory, with its enpirical proof that time and space are
inseparable (excePt as ideas), oPens a nev, possibility for
understanding the musical experience. Among its vast
implications for analysis is the idea that uncertaintv may
l::;:ll""l?H::i. (cambridse ' Mass ' :
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play a vital role in any accurate account of nusical
time,/space. Traditionally, the philosophical apProach to
galning knowledge has dealt wlth uncertainty by relegating
it to an area outside a Particular sphere of ideas. But
musical analysis is not so abstract. In music, !lq!g!q!I
is built into the listening experience as Part of its suPer-
logical order, and analysis of music is an extension of that
experience. In fact, it is not only an extension but a
cotnpletion. The diagram in Figure 7 illustrates this Point'
Ftgure ?. Diagram illustrating how ana!-ysis conPletes a
cy-Ie begun by comPoEition.
Pure Alrareness.
tnetvs:rs, / \- comPosltionIt
.",rr.t-r:- 
""* 
/ t"::::'"'
Musical comPosition is a 'bY-Producti of the disPlacement of
pure awareness by thought. Performance is a nby-productn of
the disPlacenent of thought by sound' The fullest
conprehension of musid is a function of sound ryp!39 into
thought, and analysis which seeks the coherent origins of
composition f intls fulfillnent in the resolution of thought
into pure awareness. This entire cycle results from the
separate synbotogies of conposition' perfornance ' and
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analysis each carrying forward the consistency of discursive
thought. That is, each is a consistent disPlacement of the
timeless, spaceless presence of Preconceptual awareness.
The syrnbology of comPosition uses sound as a reference. The
symbology of Performance uses comtrrcsition as a reference,
and the symbology of analysis uses audition. Each involves
a consistent displacement in relation to its given
reference.
The displacement of timeless, spaceless PIry is
experienced subjectively as thought. While composition
attempts to extend the pure order of preconceptual awareness
into relative time and sPace, holistic analysis would
demonstrate how any such extension is consistent within
itself. The word "demonstratei is very important here,
because denonstration is one of the outstanding features
that would distinguish holistic analysis from analysis
content nerely to identify and describe'
The model for such demonstration is philosophy because
philosophy consists not of ideas but of the coherent use of
ideas. when music is heard, it is heard as a whole--as an
experience complete in itself. But when it is thought
about, it is thought about as a collection of parts' some
form of discipline, then, is needed to fit the parts
together again. The reduction Process in which separate
laboratoryfindingsarefusedintoD€Wrmoreunified
scientific theories may be apPlied to aLnost any detail of a
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musical composition, and the result will be an illumination
of the relationship between detail and whole. But the
problem of which detail to select is basically a
philosophical one.
While science begins with parts and ends with wholes,
philosophy begins with wholes and ends with parts. The
holistic character of the musical experience rnay be defined
as the presence of sound resonating in a particular place at
a particular time. To reduce that whole is to displace it
in a way not unlike the displacement of a stretched string.
A11 of the factors that make up the original condition of
the stretched string are the factors that determine
precisely how the string will return to rest. It is a very
orderly movement--mathematically predictable based on the
principle of least action. In a similar waY, all the
conditions that make up the presence of a musical event,
particularly the coherent function on which perception of it
is basedr Ef€ what account for the selection of a particular
focal point for analysis. The precision and thoroughness
with which that selection is formalized constitute a form of
completeness which more or less fully communicates the
expanded whole to which the selected detait belongs. This
is holistic analYsis.
In the previous chapter, coherence was described as
nself identifying" in that it could carry analytical
reduction beyond the limits of the senses to the subjective
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realm itself. However, once subjectivity becomes admissible
in a procedure which aspires to the highest ideal of
science, only the subtlety and precision of true
philosophical discipline could guard holistic analysis, with
its many references to the listener, from degenerating into
nere whimsy.
The next chapter will cite some examPles of how
holistic analytical principles have been applied by notable
theorists in the history of western art music. These
principles have Proven their endurance through tines of
accelerated transfornation and diversification of musical
culture, and thus have particular merit for keeping pace
with the current electronic exPlosion.
CHAPTER V
EISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
One of the great debates in twentieth-century music
theory is whether the proper foundation of music analysis is
logic or intuition. Supporting the argurnent for logic is
l{ilton Babbit:
. . .one arrives at that area, of rtheory, I which is
regarded nornally as a legitimate . and traditional ifill-defined region of musical inquiry, the one, indeed,
most likely to contain statements as to the scope and,
conplementarily, the linits of musical structure.
Progressing fron the concept that the law (syntheticgenerality) we arrive at the deductively interrelated
systen of laws that is a theoryr statable as a
connected set of axioms, definitions, and theorems, theproofs.of which are derived by means of an appropriatelogis. r
On the side of intuition is AIan Wa1ker:
We have seen that there are certain fundamental aspects
of cornposing and listening which can only be explainedin terms of the unconscious nind. The usual powers ofthe unconscious in creative organization and perception
have been witnessed too often to reave room for doubt
about the importance of its role in the composer-listener relationship. z
of course this controversy is not unique to the twentieth
century, but by now, convincing arguments on both sides are
I'Past and Present concepts of the Nature and Limits ofItlusic' in Perspectives, p. 4.
2Aran warker,
Dtacnillan Co.
Stud
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so plentiful that many scholars are consciously working
toward a niddle ground. Arthur Berger writes,
It might be a good idea to make the establishment
of mutual understanding among the different points of
view within the territory of the new theory a first
steP in a larger campaign for peaceful coexistence with
the interests exerting Pressure at the periphery.Different interests need not imPose themselves on one
another if it is understood different purposes are
being served. For example, there is a type of theory
obviously germaine to musicology, embracingidentifica[ion, descriptionr d1d analysis of style in
respect to period and/or conventional form. This is
not the aim of the new theory, in which styledescription, if it occurs, is mainly incidental to
determ-ining how specif ic relations yield structurally
significant points within a work or account for
similitude and differentiation within a technique.l
The search for a blend of clear logic and a firm
intuitive grasP is the search for a holistic analysis.
Looking at the most outstanding exanples of music theory in
the history of western civilization--the sPeculations of the
Ancient Greeks, the writings of Zarlino and Rameau, the
graphic analyses of Schenker, and the poetic ravings of John
Cage--a]I display a common Primary concern, a.concern that
in some ways supercedes the more obvious objective of
reporting the nature of music. Each in some outstanding way
has managed to achieve a streamlined integration of logical
and intuitive forces.
As musical scholarship becomes more specialized, the
need for a holistic qualification of musical science becomes
InNew tinguistic Modes and the New Theoryi in Perspectives,pp 24-25.
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more and more conspicuous. Of course it may be argued that
qualitative criteria for analysis have no practical apPlica-
tion apart from the personality of the analyst, and whether
or not it is possible to teach qualitative criteria remains
to be seen. One thing seems certain, however: a debate on
the virtues of this or that system of analysis will never
address directly the massive problem posed by accelerating
specialization in the midst of unprecedented diversity of
musical style.
Reviewing the most respected theories in the West since
the tine of the Ancient Greeks, it is striking that in aI-
most every case it is the dynamics of coherent inquiry that
yield the illusion of a "perfect system." Prefabricated
model-sr oll the other hand, yield only distance between the
Iistener and the object, and are often either too illogical
or too logic-bound. More successful analysis avoids this
problem by having as its sole concern the heard obiect, and
as its sole method, coherent perception.
One of the most renown Greek music theorists was Aris-
toxenus, a pupil of Aristotle. Of him Edward Lipgnan
wr ites ,
Be has learned from Aristotle how to define the pro-
vince of science, not only how to find its naturaldivisions but especially how to determine the nature ofits principles. This involves a kind of phenomenolog-
ical awareness of a field of experience which takes on
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the appearancq of a compact made in the interest of
Pr act ical i tY . I
Aristoxenus belonged to the Peripatetic school of Greek
philosophy in which harmony was no longer regarded solery as
an etherial phenomenon, but as an analyzable property of
physical sound. Previously, music had been regarded as a
tonic to free the soul from the inftuence of painr pleasure
and desire. The power of music was primarily a porrer of
ethical and social importance stemming from the
extraordinary susceptibility of the sense of hearing.
The broad framework of Greek speculation, with its
experimental interconnections linking logical and intuitive
disciplines has never been duplicated in Western culture.
Often it has been held up as a model, but in atternpting to
apply the model (i.e., a system such as the present division
of academic disciplines) the process of understanding came
to be regarded as separate from the obiect of understanding.
It was perhaps in observing this fact that Aristoxenus and
the parapatetics turned away from the Pythagorean and
Platonic concepts of music. Lippman writes,
$Ihether through individualism or relativism, the
currents that spelled the end of the civilization
of the polis concerned themselves with the musical
expression and manipulation of feelings if not
solely with musical pleasure; the more lasting
effects of music on the character, which are theheart of its social function, were disregarded andprobably disbelieved, an attitude that would
lEdward A. Lippman, Musical Thought in Ancient Greece (New
York: Columbia University Press, L9641 , 27.
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inevitably have its corollary in metaphysical and
harmonic ideas also. In the total range of musical
aesthetics, feelings occuPy a position between moral
values and purely aesthetic characteristics such as
beauty and pleasuret a Psychological and rhetorical
motivation will thus entail an abandonment of the
social concePtion of music in favor of a greaterinterest in ierceptual pioperties for their own sake.l
The work of Aristoxenus typifies a broad historical movement
away from the tuniversal systemr concept and toward a more
object-specific concept of music analysis.
Gioseffe zarlino (1517-1590) deserves credit for the
first printed edition of the Harmonics of Aristoxenus.
Strunk calls Zarlino "easily the most influential
personality in the history of music theory from Aristoxenus
to Rameau.'2 The tradition of music theory which Zarlino
inherited from the middle ages was riddled with
codificationr so Zarlino gives the following warning to all
who could hope to follow his instructions on counterpoint:
For all who have sought to give instruction and to
teach any art or science have always laid downgeneral PrinciPles, seeing that science had to doiot with Partilulars, which are innumerable, but
with geneial principles. This we see in theprecefts of poetry and of oratoryr ES set down byifatol aristotle, Hermogenes, Demetrius. Phalerius,
cicer6, Quintilian, Horace, and others besides;
these deal with the general and not with theparticulars .3
lrbid. , p. 29.
2oliver Strunk, Source Readings in tr{usic HiglgEy: .-Thg^
n""ii""""." (ttew P' 38 '
3rbid. , p. 55.
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ZatLinors reliance on the authority of the ancients is not
mere hero worship. Zatlino, like Aristoxenus, was an
innovatori and like Aristoxenus, his primary concern was not
to develop a theoretical system, but rather to achieve a
balanced Perspective. It is one thing to be able to
speculate as the Greeks did, but quite another to recognize
the limitations of such sPeculations when it comes to
iruparting knowledge in the general way that was
characteristic of renaissance humanism. It was in his
endeavor to disPerse knowledge through the medium of print
that Zarlino managed to instill a sPirit of intuitive common
sense into the highly regulated tradition he had inherited
from the middle ages. He did not abandon rule making, but
he hastened to include such Passages as those quoted above,
or the following quote from Virgil:
Of order, this, if I mistake not, will be the
excellence and charm: to say at the moment what at
that moment should be said, reserving and omitting
much for the Present.l
For the generations that followed zatlino, it became
fashionable to reject the idea that a systematic aPplication
of rules was the best approach to solving problems of
musical aesthetics. The Greeks created the concept of
harmony and understood it to mean something universal and
beyond the simple blending of tones. It was this precedent
lstrunk, p. 56.
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of heady speculation that eventually took the form of the
Doctrine of the Affections--the idea that compositional
style could be codified to conform to human emotions. Ru}es
becane the toys of the creative mind, and at the end of the
renaissance, musical rknow-howr once again found itself in
the hands of a select few.
Once again the historical stage was set for a restora-
tion of balance between reason and intuition in the realm of
music theory. This iras accomplished by Rameau. Rameau per-
ceived the same cultural problem that Aristoxenus had seen
more than seventeen centuries before. There was too much of
the irrational about musical knowledge. In his fraitd de
ltharmonie (L7221 Rameau uses the authority of the ancients
in a yray quite opposite to the way Zarlino used it--to suP-
port an aPPeal for reason. 'Reason aloner' he writes, "en-
abled them to discover the greater part of musicrs proper-
ties. . . .tl RameaU, referring tO mOdefn mUSiCianS aS omu-
sician since Zarlinor" says,
Experience, then, is too much in favor with then, it
soirehow seduces then untit it is the cause of the lit-tle pains they take to inform themselves ProPerly about
the Leauties wnicn it leads them to discover daily;
their knowledge is not common proPertY, they have not
the gift of comnunicating it, and, since they do_not at
all ferceive this, they are often more astonished at
oner-s not understanding then than they are at their not
making themselves understood - t
lstrunk, p. 56.
2oliver Strunk,
roque Era (New
Source Readinqs in Eusic-Fistorv: The Ba-
Yorkr W.W. tilo S'
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Although Rameaurs text is an interesting attempt to redress
an imbalance in theoretical thought, his use of extramusical
(i.e. mathematical) criteria for evaluating musical
phenomena was not confined to the illumination of specific
musical examPles. This led ultinately to an unsupportable
assumption about the tlogic' of harmony.
The age of reason had other important exponents, but no
important attemPt was made to revolutionize theoretical
analysis again until the work of Heinrich Schenker (1868-
1935) appeared. In criticizing the use of what he called
"schema' (textbook definitions) without regard for the
individual character of a given work, Schenker wrote,
The theory was satisfied too quickly with an inadequate
abstracti6n, even before it had developed the abilityto coPe with those Particulars which are thedistiirctive features of a Yrork of genius. otherwise
recognition of those particulars rrould certainly have
prevanted the formation of that schema and fgcilitated
a more accurate grasP of the general truths.l
For Schenker the problen of balancing logical and intuitive
aspects of analysis is the problern of balancing general and'
specific elements within an individual organic structure'
Schenker dared to be work-specific in his handling of
musical structure. As with other great theorists before
himr schenker,s major contribution is not in a system but in
the nature of his aPProach.
IMaury Yeston, €d. Readinqs in SchePker.. 4nalv9is gt-r9 Other
approlches (New ttaveffiale university Press,
L977), p. 39.
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Throughout history the basis of music analysis has been
rescued from the extrenes first of intuition then logic'
Sincethebeginningofthiscenturymanyhavesoughtthe
middle ground between these extremes. The work of Leonard
lleyer deserves particular mention'
Ideas, Ileyer writes,
In lrlusic, the Arts and
Theproliferationofsubjectsanddisciplines,
theories and models, gradually turned a difference in
a"g'""intoadifferenceinkind.Foritcametoseem
increasingiy-aouuttor that unity and coherence Yrerejust 
"roria'tt" next theoretical 
corner. If pluralism
eras going 
-io be a continuing condition, then the
coexistence of diverse theoiies and models could bebetter 
""ip"i["a-ana compietrended if the status of 
the
former .r";;-;h;"g"a fronr one of asserted proof to one
ofconditionaltruth,andthestatusofthelatterfrom
one of substantive reality to one of man-made
construct - 1
Betweenthephilosophicaldialoguesinwhichl{eyer
plays a leading role and the rnechanical exercises of
and LaRu€r music analysis in the late
faces an explosion of electronic media
past
Yras
the
Hindemith, Forte,
i
twentieth centurY
withoutadequatemeanstosortoutthediversestylesthat
areemergingfromit.Thiswillnotbethefirsttimemusic
theory will have had to bring itself up to date' In 
the
whenithasbeenaccomplishedsuccessfully,thereason
thatabalanceY,asfoundbetweenthesubjectiveroleof
listener and the variety of labels that have 
been used
rLeonard B. r,reygl, EU:i!, !,BEzilti:"tt:'u"""
cili"ig" universitY Press' r
(Chicago:
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and re-used in analysis for convenience. The challenge to
anyone who would Presume to probe today's complex musical
landscape is not to develop "the ultimate" analytical
system, but to convey through analysis the need for
perceptual sensitivity. The way one listens, after aII,
determines what one hears. Thought itself is a model-
building Process in addition to which other models must be
applied with utmost discretion.
CHAPTER VI
SAITPLE ANALYSES
Les Baricades lttisterieuses
Analytical Abstract
In the usual mode of perception, attention is directed
away from the observer. There is a possibility that by
redirecting attention toward the process of observationr ElIl
experience of recognition could occur in which the object
would aPPear attractive. The work to be analyzed
acconplishes this through an arrangement of weak and strong
elements that continually reverse their polarity as new
material is added.
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Analys is
There are two ways to observe any object: 1) to
identify the object as separate from the observer, and 2l to
recognize the observation as a localization of awareness.
The first kind of observation is limited by the bias of the
observer; the second transcends that bias. One of the
characteristics of artistic creation is its power to make
one dwell on the pure exPerience of observation. One is
made to dwell on it to the lrcint of self-recognition, the
most attractive form of perception. Furthermore, since
self-recognition can only be experienced in terms of the
object or situation at hand, the observer will tend to
identify its attractiveness with the object.
In nusic, the figure-ground bias of the observer can be
accommodated by the interplay of melody and accomPaniment,
theme and variations, or by the interplay between segments
of a rondo form. Such accommodation enables the composer to
manipulate the listenerrs Perception on a fundamental leveI.
Les Baricades Misterieuses (ex. 6), a rondo by Frangois
couperin, has an eight-measure A segment that alternates
with three other segments which range in length from six to
twenty-two measures. But Couperin has added another element
to this formula: a uniform texture built entirely of
interlocking suspensions. The addition of this uniform
element turns the otherwise diverse character of the
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traditional rondo into a kind of lure. Although it carries
the resemblance of the segmented reality the listener has
come to expect, the closer the listener is drawn to its
form, the more likely he is to be rhooked' by the prominence
of its texture.
By analogy, one does not normally think of the dots of
a newsprint photograph as the background of the picture he
is observing. The dots are more representative of the bare
presence of percePtion, while the subject matter and its
"backgroqnd'r engage the viewer in a stream of associations.
The result is an analogue nodel of subject-object duality.
However, when a visual artist such as Roy Lichtenstein
enlarges the details of a newsprint inage, he is drawing the
viewerrs percePtion inward, alfay from that habitual stream
of associations, dramatizing the juxtaposition of two
opposing functions of PercePtion, one Purely spacial (coIor
and line), and the other tenPoral (subjective resPonse to
the macroscopic image). when the viewer recognizes both
functions as aspects of a unified PercePtual fieldr the
seemingly unrelated functions of time and sPace are cognLzed
as they really are: indivisible. The stationary value of
tine and the subjective value of sPace merge in holistic
Perception.
Themostcrucialskillneededforthistypeofart,
whether visual or aural, is the skill of balancing surface
features with content. rn poetry it wourd be the balance
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between the sound,/rhythn aspects of language and the neaning
of the words. In Les Baricades uisterieuses it is the
balance bet$een a pointed texture and a cyclic form. Just
as with the greatly enlarged net sPrint inage, the success of
this work comes fron fragmentation of the macroscopic
element and enhancement of the nicroscopic element, so that
the observer is caught in the dynarnics of assigning strong
and weak values to each at different times.
Exarnple 6. Francois CouPer in.
Rondcru.
Les Baricades llister ieuses
\zlveInent.
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Focusing exclusively on one aspect of an object may
prevent the observer from recogni zing his true relationship
with the object. In E Baricades t{isterieuses, alternation
of strong and weak events occurs in progressively expanded
time dimensions so that the tendency to single out an
identifying feature is simultaneously encouraged and eluded.
To begin with, the anacrusis in the first measure provokes
the listenerrs expectation of and need for a definitive
statement. The opening bass tonic is flanked on either side
by two articulations of the tonic in the alto voice. Here a
metric subdivision is initiated which consistently def ies
the rgravity' of the half note pulse throughout the texture
of this work. The opening eighth rest, a weak event,
occupies one quarter of a netric unit. The bass tonic, a
relatively strong event, occupies the weak half of a metric
unit. This is followed by an event that occupies a fu}l
metric unit: the statement of dominant harmony that
completes the anacrusis.
Even though Couperin has already established a balance
between weak and strong elements, there can be no doubt
about the weak emphasis of the anacrusis itself when the
tonic harmony arrives on the first fuII beat of measure two,
a strong event despite the presence of a harmonic suspension
in the alto voice. So far a gradual shift of emphasis had
led from quarter beat to half beat to full beat, and now to
the fu]l neasure. But the exPansion does not stop here'
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The regular I-V harmony of bars one and two make then appear
strong in relation to the vi and ii-V'harmony of bars three
and four. What is happening is that what first apPears
strong is later shown to be relatively weak, and vice versa.
Each time the listener is inclined to isolate a unit of the
texture as a nfoothold" for his polarized subject-object
perception, that perception is challenged but not denied,
for to deny it completely would be to prevent direct
experience of it. Direct experience of oners own perception
is what makes this work attractive. The use of repetition
and return in both microscopic and nacroscopic dimensions is
what leads the listener on in his quest for an ridentity'
element.
Measures five through eight are nearly an exact coPy of
measures one through four. Such repetition strengthens the
thematic coherence of the opening four bars, but that
material is so methodically subdivided, that repetition of
it tends to draw attention to the subdivisions as much as to
the who1e. Furthermore, the use of repetition within
subdivisions as well as on the level of the whole eight-bar
period firmly establishes a balance across the entire range
of strong and weak elements throughout the A section
(measures I-8) .
The process of expanding the time dimensions of strong
and weak events reaches its final stage in the relationship
between the A material, and the material marked "Couplet' in
7L
the score. E'orm in music is always a product of motion, but
there are t$ro rrays to perceive motion: 1) as an object
moving through sPace (e.9., a train winding its way through
a landscape), and 2l as the movement of one's oYrn percePtion
through time (one is riding the train). Since the A section
of Les Baricades Misterieuses features contoural, harmonic,
and rhythmic repetition, its motion is of the tyPe observed
from a stationary perspective. The "Couplet" material, ful}
of noduration and stepwise notion, is asymmetrical and
linear. Its motion is of the tyPe observed from a moving
perspective. This PersPective draws the Iistenerrs
attention closer to the texture of the work just at the
point where its overall form is being definedl i.€.1 the
boundary between each A section and the couPlet that
follows. Couperin highlights this change in Perspective
with a timbre shift from one manual of the harpsichord to
another.
In spite of the aslrtnmetrical character of the couplets,
each displays its own thematic. unity to compliment the
thematic unity of the A section, resulting in further
encouragement of the listener's separatist bias. The first
couplet parallels the tonic-dominant alternation of 1. The
second couplet links A sections on either side of it into a
kind of binary form which has exactly the same length as the
third couplet. The 2-neasure repeated pattern at the
beginning of the third couplet (meas. 44-471 is balanced by
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linear movement in the extended sequential passage (meas.
50-65) that leads back to the final statement of A.
Finally, a word about the suspensions that form the
texture of this work. A suspension is different from other
devices that delay expected events, such as the false
recapitulation of sonata form. In a suspensionr Part of the
expected event actually arrives ton scheduler while the
remainder is in the process of arrivinq. Thus, what is
expected and what is actually haPpening become one, and the
mysterious (i.e., nonexistent) barricade between them is
dissolved. In the end it is not some outstanding statement
within the form of this work that unifies it, but a ninute
figure that ca]Is to question the very essence of such
unity.
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Prelude to Act 1
of Lohenqrin
Analytical Abstract
Silence is relative. One can never exPerience pure
silence since exPerience itself departs from silence. What
one does experience is relative degrees of silence or
activity. Wagnerrs Prelude to Act I of Lohenqrin is a prine
example of the relative interdependence of sonority and
silence acting as a guiding Principle of comlrcsition.
,*IACA COIJIGE UBRNTT
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Analys i s
In writing the Prelude to Act I of lohenqrin, Wagner
wanted to suggest a miraculous vision, a materialization of
the Holy Grail. His method for working this illusion was to
develop the acoustic proPerties of sound surrounding a
recurring leitmotif. In following this development it may
be observed that activity and rest, sound and silence,
perception and pure awareness are not discrete phenomena as
conceived by the discursive intellect, but are 
-igPlied
extremes, and it is the implication of extremes that can
give rise to the Power of illusion.
At the beginning of the prelude, the onset of acoustic
sound is almost inperceptible. The entrance of the violins
and flutes is acoustically rendered so as to imply that
music had already been going on 'below the threshold of
hearing"l prior to measure one. But below the threshold of
hearing all that can be Perceived is internal. Internal
percePtion can only result from a relative absence of
internal activity without a loss of awareness. Here is
where relative silence implies absolute silence 
' 
a silence
of power and mystery which Wagner needs to support his
prograrnmatic intent.
But how is this implication to be sustained once
acoustic silence has been broken? To solve this problem,
lEdward T. Cone. Musical E'orm and Perfornance (New York:
W.W. Norton & Co., 1958), p. 18.
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Wagner cal1s uPon a favorite unifying device, the leitmotif,
to act as a vehicle for continuing the illusion on an
acoustic leveI . with each recurrence of the leitmotif,
!{agner introduces a new level of acoustic Presence so that
the interior of the cornposition iE as functional in
arbitrating between sound and silence as is its beginning
and end. This arbitration is worked out through a series of
eight rplateausr r each with its own level of sonority
(relative Presence of sound) . Plateaus rAt through rE' have
been marked in the score. Each new Plateau is distinguished
by the addition or subtraction of low and niddle range
instrumentE to the sonority, by changing dynanics or
textural thickness, or by other means discussed below.
Example 7. Richard wagner. lghggllg, "Pre1ude to Act 1."
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An analogy may be dl:awn between the relativity of sound
and silence.in this prelude and the relativity of activity
and rest in the plucked string. At its point of greatest
activity, the plucked string produces all partial
frequencies at naximum strength. This point would
correspond to plateau E. At the other extreme, as the
activity of the string subsides, higher frequencies become
more prominent, though at a softer dynaruic level. This
point would correspond to the beginning and end of the
prelude. Exactly when, through the principle of least
action, a vibrating string comes to rest would be difficult
to detect by merely listening to it. But what if the action
of the string could somehow be reversed in tirne so that one
had to listen very closely for the point at which sound
beqan? Would the sound appear as an interruption of
silencer a replacement of silence, or would it appear to be
part of a continuum that included silence? It is just such
a continuum that Wagner is striving for in this prelude. In
plateau A (mn 1-4) Wagner presents the first glinmering of
sound. There are two identical sonic swells, each two bars
in length. The formula from which this initial portion of
the prelude is derived is the s€rme as that which governs the
design of the entire work, namely that sound should be
increased not merely on the basis of loudness, but on the
basis of tirnbre and pitch overlays as welI. This formula
creates the illusion of a single sonic aesture emerging out
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of relative silence because it imitates the behavior of any
sound producing body in nature, such as a vibrating string,
which has its own characteristic set of transient
frequencies. Note the shifts in timbre at the points of
decay in measures two and four r Elrd the shift to lower
frequencies at measures one and three at points of maximum
sonor i ty.
In plateau B, Wagner provides a transition in measure
six from the honophonic texture of plateau A to a polyphonic
texture by rhythmically separating the voices. The
polyphonic texture develops to a climactic point in the
first half of measure sixteen. In plateau B only one tinbre
is presented. But the polyphony of this plateau enables the
listener to adjust to the pace of a gradually emerging
sonority. The bass line gradually descends to a B in
neasures 14-16, briefly rises, and then continues on its way
downward, a novement that extends all the way to the low A
in neasure 54. The arpeggio in neasure 13 and the scale
segment in measure 15 help build momentum to the entrance of
the woodwinds at the beginning of plateau C.
The transition from plateau B to plateau C (measures 19
and 201 is not abrupt but is a continuous sweep in which
thickening of the middle and low range of the texture is
acconpanied by an increase in the complexity of the timbre.
Wagner builds plateaus A through D around the same leitmotif
which is first stated in the soprano voice of plateau B.
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This building processr ES seen in the transition from
plateau B to plateau C, results from assigning each new
restatement of the leitmotif to a lower-pitched orchestral
color. Using the analogy of the vibrating string, the
leitmotif corresponds to the fundamental vibration of the
string, while partial vibrations (previously introduced
higher instruments) are interwoven in the background.
The climax of plateau C is at measures 30 and 31, and
it is marked by the swells of contrary notion in the bass
and soprano. Here the texture has thickened considerably.
In measures 34 and 35, Wagner modulates back to the original
key of A najor from which he had departed in plateau B. The
n€xt transition has begun. In measure 34 the bass clef is
introduced for the first tine. As the bass continues its
long neandering journey to lower and lower pitch levels, alI
other voices briefly join this descending movernent as the
sonority heads on to plateau D.
This plateau begins with the addition of more middle-
and low-range instruments including rcellos, French horns,
bassoons and double bass. Again, the swells that occur near
the end of the plateau (measures 46-48) provide the impetus
for E. The transition between plateaus D and E is the most
elaborate so far, with a rapidly descending soprano line
leading to a dramatic crescendor which is enhanced by the
entrance of the brasses one measure before plateau E.
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In plateau E, the climax of the prelude, the opening
fanfare-Iike segment of the leitmotif is extended while the
Iinear triplet segment is shortened. In measure 54 the
lowest note and loudest dynamic of the prelude are reached.
Here all of the instruments are playing at fuII strength,
and from here the bass line begins a general upward trend
that continues through the renaining 2L bars of the prelude.
Plateau F dissipates the energy of its predecessor in
five ways: 1) descending soprano line; 2) gradual
elimination of woodwinds and brasses; 3) decrescendo; 4)
textural thinning; and 5) fragnentation of the leitmotif.
Plateau G further dissipates the sonic intensity by breaking
the tonic harmony into a variety of voicings and tinbres.
The ascending octaves in the bass lead to a return of the
retherialr sonority of plateau A, although plateau H, the
last in the seriesr ends with only four solo violins.
Each of the eight plateaus just described offers the
listener a carefully controlled amount of sonic presence not
only in terms of volume, but also in terms of textural
contrast. Wagner uses horuophony at those points where
independent voice movements would detract from the sheer
material presence of sound (Plateaus Ar E, and [I).
Polyphony (plateaus B, C, D, Fr'and G) carries out the task
of transitioning between silence-dominated sPace and sound-
dorninated 
.space. This transition is aided by a constantly
changing orchestral color involving a diversity of timbre
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units, but Wagner ties thern together in the lengthy
leitmotif which seems to take on increased subst.ance with
each repetition until the sound reaches a brass-enforced
intensity and subsequently decays. Thus in hearing the
prelude, the listener is engaged both in the synoptic
comprehension of a notivic form, and an imnediate
apprehension of a constantly developing aesthetic surface.
Cone writes,
Even if one could conbine Schenker and Lorenz, andprove that each Wagnerian act could be analyzed as
a structural unity that organically incorporated
every snallest detail, that would not prove that
each act could be so heard. . o . There isprobably a liruit in sEFtirne to what the human
ear can take in structurally; when this liroit is
overstepped, the listener falls back on innediate
apPrehgnsion. . . . . . . . . o . . . . . . . . .
The conpositions that are ultinately the most
satisfying. . .€lE€ those lhat invite and rewardboth noaet of perception.l
In the case of the Lohengrin, Prelude to Act I, the
holistic hearing to which Cone refers extends beyond the
first and last notes to a silence constantly redefined by
the relative presence or absence of sound.
lgdward T. Cone, p. 96.
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
The idea for this thesis grew out of a graduate course
in analytical techniques taken by the author at Ithaca
college. Each technique explored in the course had serious
linitations, and it occurred to the author that if the
linitations for each technique erere listedr aDd the lists
compared, one limitation would be common to all. Every
technique studied failed to use sensory information as the
prinary organizing force of analysis. In each case a pre-
organized methodology or slarbology rras nade to intervene at
a point where, presumably, sensory information would not be
universalry acceptable. rn the course of researching this
project, the author encountered an analysis by Leonard
Bernstein presented as part of the Norton lecture series at
Earvard University.l Here, sensory information, the
nechanics of musicrs inpact upon the nind, was not the
subject of an essay, but the actual basis for an analysis.
Encouraged after long searches through theoretical journars,
the author began the present project with the intent to
further explore the realm of analytical technique. The
purpose was not to inaugurate a new technique, but to see
whether gll technique could be enhanced if certain internal
Processes yrere not ruled out. In the authorrs view, these
lleonard Bernstein, The Unanswered Question (Cambridge,
Harvard University Press, L9761, pp. 121-163.
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processes are as indispensible to successful analysis as the
musical score. When considered together, the result would
be holistic analysis.
Eolistic analysis is analysis of music as a heard
object. The analystrs first priority is to comprehend a
work as an unbroken whole. This requires attention to the
area of subjective response which is central to music.
Clarification of a perceptual response using evidence from
the work under analysis is the procedure for holistic
analysis. Perceptual response during musical performance
covers a wide spectrum of activity including subtle enotions
and the intellect. The work of discovering in sinple terms
how oners response has been elicited by a performance,
requires coherent perception.
Eaving attempted to clarify the difference between
coherent perception and conditioned observation in chapter
two, the next concern yras to reconcile the apparent conflict
between subjectivity and objectivity in perception-based
analysis. llany modern-day theorists are still operating
under the o1d taboo of Newtonian science which adroonishes
against subjectivity. Now in the post-Einstein era, that
modus operandi will have to be unlearned. It is not
subjectivity that is considered unreliable, but rather the
notion of an "objective universe.'1 Science is no longer
lLarry Dossey, Time, Space and Dtedicine (Boulder, Colorado:
Shambala Publicationsr 1982), p. 98.
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restricted by the notion of an objective reality, so why
shourd musical anarysis be so restricted? Anarysis is a
nodel-building process. To build a universally acceptable
model of a perceptual process presents a tremendous
information managenent probrem. This probrem is addressed
in chapter four. simurtaneous nanagement of subjective and
objective knowledge is the business of philosophy which
achieves a level of precision and integration that mere
descriptive or narrative type analyses cannot achieve.
Finally, it must be recognized that holisn and
integration are aspects of anarysis. They do not constitute
a mechanism into which a nusical score is fed, and out of
which an analysis cotres. The qualities of holisrn and
integration can be observed repeatedly throughout the
history of nusic theory and they energe most strikingly in
tines of cultural stressr os outlined in chapter five.
The two sanple analyses included at the end of this
thesis are the authorrs attenpt at applying the principles
of holistic analysis to nusic. Each analysis is based on a
single principle of perception, which is in turn
substantiated by the musical structure itself. The task of
discovering a perceptual principle consistent with a given
musical gesture involves extensive testing of one against
the other. Repeated hearings and close scrutiny of the
score are necessary. In the end, the musical gesture
rprovesr the perceptual principler drtd the principle in turn
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is a faithful rationale for the composerrs action, even on
the Ievel of fine detail. '
Analysis of musicr t1o matter what approach is used,
nust necessarily be confined within the boundaries of
conjecture. But the more analysis addresses the interaction
between sound and listener, the more holistic it is. When
such interaction becomes the prinary concern of analysis,
the diversity of rhythnic, harnonic, and fornal elenents,
which at first seem set in opposition to the subjective
response of the listener, now becomes secondary to a totally
different kind of mechanicsr the mechanics of sound
eliciting a resPonse.
GLOSSARY
Analytical system, a system which relies on globa1 concepts,
techniques and definitions to explain two or more
compositions.
BilateraI coherence, balance of logical and intuitive
thought as verified by the Presence of EEG synchrony.
Coherent inquiry, investigation which places philosophical
consistency ahead of scientific objectivity.
Coherent perception, perception characterized by orderlyintegration of sensory data.
Conditioned observation, observation characterized by apredoninant tendency to name or labe} an object rather
than recognize its uniqueness.
Conscious perception, perception of both an objective
stimulus and the subjective processes that accomPanyit.
Discursive thought, thought guided by associative processes
rather than conscious percePtion.
EEG synchrony, identical and sinultaneous voltage output in
the right and left cerebral hemispheres.
Eernispherical dominance, tendency of either the intuitive orlogical functions of the brain to dominate the thinking
Process.
Least excitation of consciousness, state of aYrareness
without an object.
perceptual reduction, reduction of an observational Process
to its most basic comPonents-
Phenomenal integrity, objective quality of an intangible
phenomenon.
PreCOnceptual awareness, awareness without a concept.
Scientific reduction, investigation characterized by the
refinement of an original question or hypothesis.
Scientism, cult in which subjective considerations are
taboo.
Selective intelligence, a guiding principle in the creativeprocess which accounts for certain consistencies.
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Self identification, spontaneous subjective organization of
a sensory medium.
Subjective fie1d, mechanism of resPonse to internal and
external stimuli.
Theoretical symmetry, unity of present experience balanced
by diversity of concePts.
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